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grammar is a subject that even the best english users tend to neglect
this book can be used as a general reference book by all for students
it is a grammar guide to refer to any topic at a glance the
description of every rule is easily understandable without teachers
help it covers all the grammar rules for day to day requirements and
all parts of speech with plenty of examples the pronouns are very well
explained especially nominative and objective pronouns which are often
confusing for many the case is similar with verbs and adverbs
understanding how english grammar works can be quite daunting even
more so if english is not your native tongue however in today s
competitive world you need to get the grammar right especially in
written english whether you write simple business emails or
complicated academic papers and whether you are a professional or a
student using the correct grammar will give you a competitive edge
because it helps you get your message across more clearly and shows
that you pay attention to detail this book offers you a basic
introduction to the grammar rules of english this book focuses on the
different parts of speech and shows you how to use english correctly
it is structured in the form of lessons each ending with at least one
short exercise to help you check your understanding of what you ve
learned in that lesson at the end of the book you ll find longer
exercises mixing everything together you can use this book not only to
learn english grammar but also as a basic reference guide when you are
unsure of how to structure a sentence and which words to use if you
want to understand the basics of english grammar and improve your
language skills this book will guide you every step of the way grammar
made easy adjectives and adverbs is an easy to follow comprehensive
guide for those who struggle with mastery of adjectives and adverbs
one of the most difficult grammatical skills the book begins with a
simple explanation to distinguish between adjectives and adverbs it
also effectively demonstrates how to use adjectives and adverbs in the
comparison along with numerous other practice exercises the author
merlene purkiss incorporates the same techniques she has used in the
classroom for 40 years to motivate her students to become good writers
she often tells her students writing is not difficugrammar made easy
adjectives and adverbs has the right techniques to help you become a
better writer this is a fun and user friendly way to learn english
english made easy is a breakthrough in english language learning
imaginatively exploiting how pictures and text can work together to
create understanding and help learners learn more productively it
gives beginner english learners easy access to the vocabulary grammar
and functions of english as it is actually used in a comprehensive
range of social situations self guided students and classroom learners
alike will be delighted by the way they are helped to progress easily
from one unit to the next using a combination of pictures and text to
discover for themselves how english works the pictorial method used in
this book is based on a thorough understanding of language structure
and how language is successfully learned the authors are experienced
english language teachers with strong backgrounds in language analysis
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and language learning english made easy volume 2 consists of a total
of 20 units arranged in groups of five the first four units presents
language and provide learners the opportunities to practice as they
learn the first page of each unit has a list of all the words and
phrases to be learned in that unit together with pronunciation guide
at the end of each unit an interesting story which uses the language
that has just been learned is presented the fifth unit in each group
contains exercises designed to reinforce the language learned in the
first four units presents a step by step approach to understanding
grammatical rules the role each word plays in a sentence the functions
of groups of words and the uses of punctuation also includes a set of
exercises the author is national director of the language foundation
grammar made easy for infants book 3 is a follow up to book 1 it
covers all the concepts in book 1 but at a higher level it reinforces
the concepts of a and and nouns singular and plural am is are and
capital letter also was were has and have a feature of the text is the
inclusion barbadian references which help to create that connection
between child and activity and generate discussion grammar made easy
book 3 although designed for the 6 8 age group may be helpful to older
children who have not mastered the concepts presented grammar made
easy is an ideal book for students at pre intermediate and
intermediate levels who wish to strengthen their command of the
english language each topic is clearly explained in simple language
with sufficient examples and lively illustrations to help students
improve their use of english grammar this workbook and cd rom combo
will give readers a firm grip on french grammar and make them
proficient in speaking and writing in the language too the english
tense system consists of twelve tenses this concise little book gives
an overview of each one of them and how to use them in all persons in
the affirmative negative and interrogate ideal for learners of the
english language this is a fun and user friendly way to learn english
english made easy is a breakthrough in english language learning
imaginatively exploiting how pictures and text can work together to
create understanding and help learners learn more productively it
gives beginner english learners easy access to the vocabulary grammar
and functions of english as it is actually used in a comprehensive
range of social situations self guided students and classroom learners
alike will be delighted by the way they are helped to progress
effortlessly from one unit to the next using a combination of pictures
and text to discover for themselves how english works the pictorial
method used in this book is based on a thorough understanding of
language structure and how language is successfully learned the
authors are experienced english language teachers with strong
backgrounds in language analysis and language learning english made
easy volume 1 consists of a total of 20 units arranged in groups of
five the first four units present language and provide learners the
opportunities to practice as they learn the first page of each unit
has a list of all the words and phrases to be learned in that unit
together with a pronunciation guide at the end of each unit an
entertaining story which uses the language that has just been learned
is presented the fifth unit in each group contains exercises designed
to reinforce the language learned in the first four units malay
grammar made easyis one of the most comprehensive guides to learning
and understanding malay grammar the book aims to give the reader a
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solid foundation in malay grammar topics covered basics such as nouns
and noun phrases and slowly work the reader through to more advanced
topics such as sentence pattern sentences and clauses as well as
compound words and reduplication of words the book is broken into 40
easily digested and understood chapters and the author uses
similarities between the english and malay languages to help the
learner to best grasp the malay language this is a fun and user
friendly way to learn english english made easy is a breakthrough in
english language learning imaginatively exploiting how pictures and
text can work together to create understanding and help learners learn
more productively it gives beginner english learners easy access to
the vocabulary grammar and functions of english as it is actually used
in a comprehensive range of social situations self guided students and
classroom learners alike will be delighted by the way they are helped
to progress easily from one unit to the next using a combination of
pictures and text to discover for themselves how english works the
pictorial method used in this book is based on a thorough
understanding of language structure and how language is successfully
learned the authors are experienced english language teachers with
strong backgrounds in language analysis and language learning english
made easy volume 2 consists of a total of 20 units arranged in groups
of five the first four units presents language and provide learners
the opportunities to practice as they learn the first page of each
unit has a list of all the words and phrases to be learned in that
unit together with pronunciation guide at the end of each unit an
interesting story which uses the language that has just been learned
is presented the fifth unit in each group contains exercises designed
to reinforce the language learned in the first four units a strategy
for improving reading writing and listening skills is it the cats cat
s or cats grammar is much more than that for you as the student
grammar made easy is a series of books and an online education portal
that provides incremental learning for students to become proficient
in the use and structure of grammar after completing this series you
will become an effective storyteller and speaker which is a
fundamental and life long skill associated with success using logical
symbols and a hands on approach you will be able to learn or even
enhance your basic understanding of grammar to become an expert broken
down into easily digestible pictures each component of grammar is
introduced with a section on what it is examples exercises and answers
to ensure you are on the right track for you as the teacher life is
challenging trying to create engaging lesson plans for classes of 20
or even 40 students grammar has always been deemed intangible
disengaging and difficult topic to teach with grammar made easy though
students become curious and invested in this comprehensive and hands
on approach provided as a series of books and an online education
portal you can present each picture as its own easy to learn lesson or
as a self guided learning tool each picture comes with a section on
what it is examples exercises and answers to ensure your students are
on the right track what this book covers starting with the
fundamentals of grammar this first part of the five part series covers
picture 1 nouns picture 2 the spotlight picture 3 the shadow on the
noun picture 4 the determiner picture 5 the adjective picture 6 the
preposition picture 7 the verb picture 8a the adverb with adjectives
picture 8b the adverb with verbs picture 9 the conjunction picture 10
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the relative pronoun and its clause and as an added bonus each part
comes with additional engaging exercises to reinforce and improve the
learning online education portal additionally the learning can be
supported by the online education portal which provides a series of
supportive educational and animated videos that go into more detail
about each picture when you have completed the online education portal
you will be presented with your very own certificate and invited to
complete the next part in becoming proficient in english grammar find
out more at profstripes com au french grammar made easy is the ideal
introduction to the basics of french grammar for anyone new to the
language or looking to refresh their knowledge the grammar features
concise and jargon free explanations supported by examples exercises
throughout to reinforce learning a fast track option for more advanced
learners a full answer key making the grammar ideal for self study
french grammar made easy presents the essential patterns and rules of
the french language in a clear and accessible manner it is the ideal
grammar for those wishing to supplement their learning and move beyond
the phrasebook level if you kick a ball randomly would you know how to
play football no you can play football only if you know the grammar of
the game apply the rules minimum grammar is no grammar at all grammar
is the logic of speech even as logic is the grammar of reason little
red book of grammar makes grammar easy structural grammar matters
syntax and accidence count dont just know definitions it is
application that matters the sense of language is what make the music
of language grammar made easy is specifically designed for those who
seek a simple yet effective means to understand and utilize grammar in
both writing and speaking written by an language arts instructor with
more than 35 years in the classroom it includes time tested and tried
exercises that can be completed alone or within a classroom grammar
made easy conjunctions is an easy to follow comprehensive guide for
those who want to improve their understanding of sentence mastery the
book starts out with identifying the many forms of conjunctions and
then it moves to using these same conjunctions to create compound and
complex sentences several practice exercises and reviews along with
the answer key are included the author merlene purkiss incorporates
the same techniques she has used in the classroom for 40 years to
motivate her students to become good writers purkiss often tells her
students writing is not difficugrammar made easy conjunctions has the
right techniques to help you to become better writers grammar the
structure of a language is often the subject of confusion the
bloomsbury grammar guide is an easy to use handbook which provides the
answers updated and revised throughout the new edition is essential
reading for all writers and readers of our increasingly dynamic and
global language it contains words phrases sentences and clauses
punctuation where and how to use everything from the colon to the
slash figures of speech and literary devices common errors an a z list
of easily confused words a cook s tour of the english language oxford
times german grammar made easy is the ideal introduction to the basics
of german grammar for anyone new to the language or looking to refresh
their knowledge the grammar features concise and jargon free
explanations supported by examples exercises throughout to reinforce
learning a fast track option for more advanced learners a full answer
key making the grammar ideal for self study a companion website is
available at cw routledge com textbooks 9781138120525 with over 200
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additional exercises and audio it provides ample grammar practice for
learners as well as the opportunity to practise listening and
pronunciation skills german grammar made easy presents the essential
patterns and rules of the german language in a clear and accessible
manner it is the ideal grammar for those wishing to supplement their
learning and move beyond the phrasebook level unlock the secrets of
english grammar effortlessly with english grammar made easy this user
friendly guide takes you on a journey through the intricacies of the
language tailored especially for beginners from the foundational
building blocks to sentence structures and common grammar mistakes
this book equips you with the knowledge and confidence to communicate
effectively with clear explanations and practical tips embark on your
path to mastering english grammar with ease start your language
journey today and elevate your communication skills to new heights
about the book english made easy introduces basic concepts of grammar
in a format which inspires the reader to use linguistic arguments the
target audience for the book is school students covering the
introductory syntax level and going through to more advanced college
level material for this reason the book starts from the beginning and
tries to make as few pictures as possible about linguistic notions a
student pursuing an academic course can easily comprehend the next and
grasp the ideas if he is equipped with a good knowledge of language
and fare better in the examination chinese grammar made easy presents
instructors with innovative and classroom tested techniques for
teaching chinese grammar its communicative meaning based approach
helps teachers to engage students by bringing grammar into a practical
real life context as a reference for daily teaching this book
discusses 150 of the most fundamental and frequently used grammar
points that students need to learn in order to communicate
successfully each grammar point is accompanied by various learning
activities to engage students and provide structured practice this
book series helps students to learn grammar more easily and teachers
to teach grammar more effectively part 2 in the grammar made easy
series intermediate level the grammar made easy series is ideal for
complete beginners as well as for those non linguists who have some
knowledge of the language but need to know the basics of grammar to
progress beyond phrasebook level the books consist of seven units that
present basic grammar topics in an accessible and non patronising
manner a companion website provides extensive interactive grammar
practice it contains around 220 activities those included in the book
plus extra ones covering all the language in spanish grammar made easy
learners work at their own pace and move through the different
sections with ease numerous grammar tips are at hand if needed all the
correct answers will be recorded so that learners can practise their
listening and pronunciation skills provides tricks for learning good
grammar that you can use the rest of your life the grammar made easy
series is ideal for complete beginners as well as for those non
linguists who have some knowledge of the language but need to know the
basics of grammar to progress beyond phrasebook level the books
consist of seven units that present basic grammar topics in an
accessible and non patronising manner the interactive cd rom provides
extensive interactive grammar practice it contains around 220
activities those included in the book plus extra ones covering all the
language in italian grammar made easy learners work at their own pace
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and move through the different sections with ease numerous grammar
tips are at hand if needed all the correct answers will be recorded so
that learners can practise their listening and pronunciation skills
the cd rom can be used with the book or on its own as a revision tool



English Grammar 1834 grammar is a subject that even the best english
users tend to neglect this book can be used as a general reference
book by all for students it is a grammar guide to refer to any topic
at a glance the description of every rule is easily understandable
without teachers help it covers all the grammar rules for day to day
requirements and all parts of speech with plenty of examples the
pronouns are very well explained especially nominative and objective
pronouns which are often confusing for many the case is similar with
verbs and adverbs
English Grammar and Usage Made Easy 2016-08-08 understanding how
english grammar works can be quite daunting even more so if english is
not your native tongue however in today s competitive world you need
to get the grammar right especially in written english whether you
write simple business emails or complicated academic papers and
whether you are a professional or a student using the correct grammar
will give you a competitive edge because it helps you get your message
across more clearly and shows that you pay attention to detail this
book offers you a basic introduction to the grammar rules of english
this book focuses on the different parts of speech and shows you how
to use english correctly it is structured in the form of lessons each
ending with at least one short exercise to help you check your
understanding of what you ve learned in that lesson at the end of the
book you ll find longer exercises mixing everything together you can
use this book not only to learn english grammar but also as a basic
reference guide when you are unsure of how to structure a sentence and
which words to use if you want to understand the basics of english
grammar and improve your language skills this book will guide you
every step of the way
English Grammar Made Easy 2017-07-03 grammar made easy adjectives and
adverbs is an easy to follow comprehensive guide for those who
struggle with mastery of adjectives and adverbs one of the most
difficult grammatical skills the book begins with a simple explanation
to distinguish between adjectives and adverbs it also effectively
demonstrates how to use adjectives and adverbs in the comparison along
with numerous other practice exercises the author merlene purkiss
incorporates the same techniques she has used in the classroom for 40
years to motivate her students to become good writers she often tells
her students writing is not difficugrammar made easy adjectives and
adverbs has the right techniques to help you become a better writer
Grammar Made Easy 2016-07-18 this is a fun and user friendly way to
learn english english made easy is a breakthrough in english language
learning imaginatively exploiting how pictures and text can work
together to create understanding and help learners learn more
productively it gives beginner english learners easy access to the
vocabulary grammar and functions of english as it is actually used in
a comprehensive range of social situations self guided students and
classroom learners alike will be delighted by the way they are helped
to progress easily from one unit to the next using a combination of
pictures and text to discover for themselves how english works the
pictorial method used in this book is based on a thorough
understanding of language structure and how language is successfully
learned the authors are experienced english language teachers with
strong backgrounds in language analysis and language learning english
made easy volume 2 consists of a total of 20 units arranged in groups



of five the first four units presents language and provide learners
the opportunities to practice as they learn the first page of each
unit has a list of all the words and phrases to be learned in that
unit together with pronunciation guide at the end of each unit an
interesting story which uses the language that has just been learned
is presented the fifth unit in each group contains exercises designed
to reinforce the language learned in the first four units
Grammar Made Easy ... 1873 presents a step by step approach to
understanding grammatical rules the role each word plays in a sentence
the functions of groups of words and the uses of punctuation also
includes a set of exercises the author is national director of the
language foundation
English Made Easy Volume Two 2016-03-29 grammar made easy for infants
book 3 is a follow up to book 1 it covers all the concepts in book 1
but at a higher level it reinforces the concepts of a and and nouns
singular and plural am is are and capital letter also was were has and
have a feature of the text is the inclusion barbadian references which
help to create that connection between child and activity and generate
discussion grammar made easy book 3 although designed for the 6 8 age
group may be helpful to older children who have not mastered the
concepts presented
Grammar Made Easy 1992 grammar made easy is an ideal book for students
at pre intermediate and intermediate levels who wish to strengthen
their command of the english language each topic is clearly explained
in simple language with sufficient examples and lively illustrations
to help students improve their use of english grammar
Grammar Made Easy for Infants 2016-04-12 this workbook and cd rom
combo will give readers a firm grip on french grammar and make them
proficient in speaking and writing in the language too
Grammar Made Easy 2015-06-29 the english tense system consists of
twelve tenses this concise little book gives an overview of each one
of them and how to use them in all persons in the affirmative negative
and interrogate ideal for learners of the english language
Interactive French Grammar Made Easy 2005 this is a fun and user
friendly way to learn english english made easy is a breakthrough in
english language learning imaginatively exploiting how pictures and
text can work together to create understanding and help learners learn
more productively it gives beginner english learners easy access to
the vocabulary grammar and functions of english as it is actually used
in a comprehensive range of social situations self guided students and
classroom learners alike will be delighted by the way they are helped
to progress effortlessly from one unit to the next using a combination
of pictures and text to discover for themselves how english works the
pictorial method used in this book is based on a thorough
understanding of language structure and how language is successfully
learned the authors are experienced english language teachers with
strong backgrounds in language analysis and language learning english
made easy volume 1 consists of a total of 20 units arranged in groups
of five the first four units present language and provide learners the
opportunities to practice as they learn the first page of each unit
has a list of all the words and phrases to be learned in that unit
together with a pronunciation guide at the end of each unit an
entertaining story which uses the language that has just been learned
is presented the fifth unit in each group contains exercises designed



to reinforce the language learned in the first four units
The English Tense System 2018-04-28 malay grammar made easyis one of
the most comprehensive guides to learning and understanding malay
grammar the book aims to give the reader a solid foundation in malay
grammar topics covered basics such as nouns and noun phrases and
slowly work the reader through to more advanced topics such as
sentence pattern sentences and clauses as well as compound words and
reduplication of words the book is broken into 40 easily digested and
understood chapters and the author uses similarities between the
english and malay languages to help the learner to best grasp the
malay language
English Made Easy Volume One 2015-11-10 this is a fun and user
friendly way to learn english english made easy is a breakthrough in
english language learning imaginatively exploiting how pictures and
text can work together to create understanding and help learners learn
more productively it gives beginner english learners easy access to
the vocabulary grammar and functions of english as it is actually used
in a comprehensive range of social situations self guided students and
classroom learners alike will be delighted by the way they are helped
to progress easily from one unit to the next using a combination of
pictures and text to discover for themselves how english works the
pictorial method used in this book is based on a thorough
understanding of language structure and how language is successfully
learned the authors are experienced english language teachers with
strong backgrounds in language analysis and language learning english
made easy volume 2 consists of a total of 20 units arranged in groups
of five the first four units presents language and provide learners
the opportunities to practice as they learn the first page of each
unit has a list of all the words and phrases to be learned in that
unit together with pronunciation guide at the end of each unit an
interesting story which uses the language that has just been learned
is presented the fifth unit in each group contains exercises designed
to reinforce the language learned in the first four units
English Grammar Made Easy 2008 a strategy for improving reading
writing and listening skills
Grammar Made Easy for Infants 2015-11-25 is it the cats cat s or cats
grammar is much more than that for you as the student grammar made
easy is a series of books and an online education portal that provides
incremental learning for students to become proficient in the use and
structure of grammar after completing this series you will become an
effective storyteller and speaker which is a fundamental and life long
skill associated with success using logical symbols and a hands on
approach you will be able to learn or even enhance your basic
understanding of grammar to become an expert broken down into easily
digestible pictures each component of grammar is introduced with a
section on what it is examples exercises and answers to ensure you are
on the right track for you as the teacher life is challenging trying
to create engaging lesson plans for classes of 20 or even 40 students
grammar has always been deemed intangible disengaging and difficult
topic to teach with grammar made easy though students become curious
and invested in this comprehensive and hands on approach provided as a
series of books and an online education portal you can present each
picture as its own easy to learn lesson or as a self guided learning
tool each picture comes with a section on what it is examples



exercises and answers to ensure your students are on the right track
what this book covers starting with the fundamentals of grammar this
first part of the five part series covers picture 1 nouns picture 2
the spotlight picture 3 the shadow on the noun picture 4 the
determiner picture 5 the adjective picture 6 the preposition picture 7
the verb picture 8a the adverb with adjectives picture 8b the adverb
with verbs picture 9 the conjunction picture 10 the relative pronoun
and its clause and as an added bonus each part comes with additional
engaging exercises to reinforce and improve the learning online
education portal additionally the learning can be supported by the
online education portal which provides a series of supportive
educational and animated videos that go into more detail about each
picture when you have completed the online education portal you will
be presented with your very own certificate and invited to complete
the next part in becoming proficient in english grammar find out more
at profstripes com au
Malay Grammar Made Easy 2008-09-26 french grammar made easy is the
ideal introduction to the basics of french grammar for anyone new to
the language or looking to refresh their knowledge the grammar
features concise and jargon free explanations supported by examples
exercises throughout to reinforce learning a fast track option for
more advanced learners a full answer key making the grammar ideal for
self study french grammar made easy presents the essential patterns
and rules of the french language in a clear and accessible manner it
is the ideal grammar for those wishing to supplement their learning
and move beyond the phrasebook level
English Made Easy Volume Two 2013-01-08 if you kick a ball randomly
would you know how to play football no you can play football only if
you know the grammar of the game apply the rules minimum grammar is no
grammar at all grammar is the logic of speech even as logic is the
grammar of reason little red book of grammar makes grammar easy
structural grammar matters syntax and accidence count dont just know
definitions it is application that matters the sense of language is
what make the music of language
Grammar Made Easy 2006-01-25 grammar made easy is specifically
designed for those who seek a simple yet effective means to understand
and utilize grammar in both writing and speaking written by an
language arts instructor with more than 35 years in the classroom it
includes time tested and tried exercises that can be completed alone
or within a classroom
Grammar Made Easy 2022-01-31 grammar made easy conjunctions is an easy
to follow comprehensive guide for those who want to improve their
understanding of sentence mastery the book starts out with identifying
the many forms of conjunctions and then it moves to using these same
conjunctions to create compound and complex sentences several practice
exercises and reviews along with the answer key are included the
author merlene purkiss incorporates the same techniques she has used
in the classroom for 40 years to motivate her students to become good
writers purkiss often tells her students writing is not difficugrammar
made easy conjunctions has the right techniques to help you to become
better writers
French Grammar Made Easy 2017-02-24 grammar the structure of a
language is often the subject of confusion the bloomsbury grammar
guide is an easy to use handbook which provides the answers updated



and revised throughout the new edition is essential reading for all
writers and readers of our increasingly dynamic and global language it
contains words phrases sentences and clauses punctuation where and how
to use everything from the colon to the slash figures of speech and
literary devices common errors an a z list of easily confused words a
cook s tour of the english language oxford times
Little Red Book Grammar Made Easy 2011 german grammar made easy is the
ideal introduction to the basics of german grammar for anyone new to
the language or looking to refresh their knowledge the grammar
features concise and jargon free explanations supported by examples
exercises throughout to reinforce learning a fast track option for
more advanced learners a full answer key making the grammar ideal for
self study a companion website is available at cw routledge com
textbooks 9781138120525 with over 200 additional exercises and audio
it provides ample grammar practice for learners as well as the
opportunity to practise listening and pronunciation skills german
grammar made easy presents the essential patterns and rules of the
german language in a clear and accessible manner it is the ideal
grammar for those wishing to supplement their learning and move beyond
the phrasebook level
Grammar Made Easy 2014-10-08 unlock the secrets of english grammar
effortlessly with english grammar made easy this user friendly guide
takes you on a journey through the intricacies of the language
tailored especially for beginners from the foundational building
blocks to sentence structures and common grammar mistakes this book
equips you with the knowledge and confidence to communicate
effectively with clear explanations and practical tips embark on your
path to mastering english grammar with ease start your language
journey today and elevate your communication skills to new heights
Grammar Made Easy 2016-07-18 about the book english made easy
introduces basic concepts of grammar in a format which inspires the
reader to use linguistic arguments the target audience for the book is
school students covering the introductory syntax level and going
through to more advanced college level material for this reason the
book starts from the beginning and tries to make as few pictures as
possible about linguistic notions a student pursuing an academic
course can easily comprehend the next and grasp the ideas if he is
equipped with a good knowledge of language and fare better in the
examination
Bloomsbury Grammar Guide 2007-05-31 chinese grammar made easy presents
instructors with innovative and classroom tested techniques for
teaching chinese grammar its communicative meaning based approach
helps teachers to engage students by bringing grammar into a practical
real life context as a reference for daily teaching this book
discusses 150 of the most fundamental and frequently used grammar
points that students need to learn in order to communicate
successfully each grammar point is accompanied by various learning
activities to engage students and provide structured practice
English To The World: Teaching Grammar Made Easy 2007 this book series
helps students to learn grammar more easily and teachers to teach
grammar more effectively part 2 in the grammar made easy series
intermediate level
German Grammar Made Easy 2017-02-14 the grammar made easy series is
ideal for complete beginners as well as for those non linguists who



have some knowledge of the language but need to know the basics of
grammar to progress beyond phrasebook level the books consist of seven
units that present basic grammar topics in an accessible and non
patronising manner a companion website provides extensive interactive
grammar practice it contains around 220 activities those included in
the book plus extra ones covering all the language in spanish grammar
made easy learners work at their own pace and move through the
different sections with ease numerous grammar tips are at hand if
needed all the correct answers will be recorded so that learners can
practise their listening and pronunciation skills
English Grammar Made Easy 2023-07-31 provides tricks for learning good
grammar that you can use the rest of your life
Grammar Made Easy 1785 the grammar made easy series is ideal for
complete beginners as well as for those non linguists who have some
knowledge of the language but need to know the basics of grammar to
progress beyond phrasebook level the books consist of seven units that
present basic grammar topics in an accessible and non patronising
manner the interactive cd rom provides extensive interactive grammar
practice it contains around 220 activities those included in the book
plus extra ones covering all the language in italian grammar made easy
learners work at their own pace and move through the different
sections with ease numerous grammar tips are at hand if needed all the
correct answers will be recorded so that learners can practise their
listening and pronunciation skills the cd rom can be used with the
book or on its own as a revision tool
English Made Easy 2019-01-01
Chinese Grammar Made Easy 2008-10-01
Malay Grammar Made Easy 2012
Grammar Made Easy 2022-09-30
Grammar Made Easy 1949
Little Red Book Grammar Made Easy 2011
Grammar Made Easy 2003
Spanish Grammar Made Easy 2014-04-08
Grammar made easy 1883
Grammar 2008
French Grammar Made Easy 2009
Italian Grammar Made Easy 2014-02-25
Indonesian Grammar Made Easy 2004
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